
CASE STUDY

Unlocking Exceptional Business Value through Outlook Data Recovery Solution

Introduction:
Atlantis UAQ Ltd, an oil and gas exploration and production company based in the 

UAE, faced a critical problem when several PST files containing important historical 

data became corrupted due to malware. The company's IT department attempted to 

repair the files using Outlook's repair tool but was unsuccessful. Approximately 20 

PST files were affected, putting the company's crucial data at risk.

Background:
The company heavily relies on its IT infrastructure to manage and store crucial data 

related to oil and gas exploration, production, and other operational activities. However, 

a critical problem arose when several PST files containing important historical data 

became corrupted due to malware infiltration. This unexpected Outlook data corruption 

posed a significant risk to the company's operations and decision-making processes.

Impact on the Business:
The corruption of the PST files had a significant impact on Atlantis UAQ Ltd's operations. 

These files stored essential historical data necessary for the company's activities. Losing 

access to this data could have severe consequences for the business. Despite efforts to 

use Outlook's repair tool, the IT department was unable to recover the corrupted data, 

leaving the company in a challenging situation.

“Stellar Repair for Outlook software 
efficiently restored our corrupted files, 
saving our crucial data and getting our 
business back on track.”
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Attempted Solutions:

Attempted to resolve the Outlook data corruption issue using Outlook's 

built-in repair tool: The IT department initially relied on the repair 

capabilities provided within the Outlook application itself. They utilized 

the built-in repair tool, which is commonly used for addressing issues 

related to PST files. However, despite their efforts, the built-in repair tool 

proved ineffective in successfully resolving the problem.

Outlook data corruption in PST files 

due to malware, requiring urgent and 

effective recovery to safeguard import-

ant historical data and ensure uninter-

rupted operations.
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Solution and Benefits

To address the critical Outlook data corruption problem, Atlantis UAQ Ltd decided to 

acquire Stellar Repair for Outlook after conducting a thorough evaluation of its capabili-

ties. Stellar Repair for Outlook offered a specialized tool for PST recovery. Leveraging this 

software, the IT department successfully recovered all 20 corrupted PST files. The 

solution provided by Stellar Repair for Outlook proved to be efficient and reliable, restor-

ing access to the crucial historical data.

Conclusion

The adoption of Stellar Repair for Outlook by Atlantis UAQ Ltd proved to be a 

game-changer in resolving the Outlook data corruption crisis. Despite initial attempts 

with Outlook's built-in repair tool, it became evident that a more effective solution 

was needed. Stellar's specialized software offered advanced recovery capabilities and 

successfully restored access to all 20 corrupted PST files, salvaging crucial historical data.

This case study emphasizes the importance of selecting the right tools for critical data 

challenges. By choosing Stellar Repair for Outlook, Atlantis UAQ Ltd not only mitigat-

ed the potential negative impact of Outlook data corruption but also reinstated 

business operations swiftly. The exceptional efficiency and reliability of Stellar's 

Outlook Data Recovery solutions highlight their value in safeguarding business conti-

nuity and ensuring uninterrupted operations.

Recognizing the limitations of the built-in repair tool and the urgency of 

recovering the data, the IT department proactively sought an alternative 

solution: The unsuccessful attempt with the built-in repair tool highlighted 

the necessity for a more efficient and reliable approach to recover the 

corrupted PST files. This recognition prompted the IT department to 

explore alternative solutions that could effectively address the Outlook 

data corruption issue and recover the crucial historical data.


